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Mind-bending 3D animation allows us to
An animated series based on topics that
highlight our human and fallible minds. Like create alternative worlds accompanied by VO
narration and interview. We hold up a
a moth to a flame we’re easily corrupted,
warped mirror to reality as this fictional
and this series aims to portray us as both the
mindless mammal and the cruel master, and documentary chases a story based on truth
rather than showing the truth itself.
to teach acceptance that we are just earthly
creatures.
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Episode 1

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS

For Whom The Bell Tolls
CONCEPT
The bell has drawn us into the strangest
depths of human experience since it’s
invention. It’s story begins and ends with
powerful individuals altering world religion
for their personal gain, in turn splitting all
spirituality from religion and hypnotising
the masses.
Covering a short history of the bell this
semi-fictional fully animated documentary
shows us over three acts how the bell draws
us into church, takes us out of our minds
and puts us at the will of Silicon Valley’s
techno-utopia.
Over a few minutes we take a trip from
Tudor England to the Californian desert
through mind-bending animation, stopping
to interview some professionals and
academics along the way.

For Whom The Bell Tolls
ART DIRECTION
Aesthetically we jump between styles as we
progress through history. A common thread
is created through warped transitions, but
by smashing together different animated
styles we weave a complicated and
emotional view of a situation.
Not everything should subscribe to a visual
system, especially when unpicking the
seams of reality.

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SOUND
The first episode will be made in
collaboration with award winning
bell-focussed sound designer Jordan Edge.
Using the three acts we map a composition
for each, starting with bell sounds and
religious references, church music with
synthetic qualities. Then bridging into
ambient music and chimes to represent
mindfulness, and finally towards the end we
create a techno-utopia with digitised sound
and environment blending together.

For Whom The Bell Tolls
MAIN CHARACTER
A white rabbit acts as the guide to the
journey, not only because of the obvious
link to Alice in Wonderland but because the
earliest depiction of bell-ringing is a rabbit
ringing a funeral bell.

STYLEFRAME
OF RABBIT

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - INTRO
VO: The story of the bell begins and ends
with two super-powers. The first is the King
of Tudor England, the other is Silicon Valley.
Though reigning 500 years apart, both were
able to dramatically alter religion for their
own personal gain. The knock-on effects
would redefine spirituality, creating secular
mirror-worlds.
Animation: Slow zoom into English
countryside, closing in on church tower. Cut
to slow zoom out from rock formation in
Mojave desert. Both styled in fuzzy airbrush
animation.
Sound: Church bells melt into continuous
gong bath, melting into notification sounds.

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - INTRO
VO: ...the knock-on effects would redefine
spirituality, creating secular mirror-worlds.
Animation: Brief dive through CGI
mirror-house, getting lost in the maze.
Sound: Textural title music. A sequence of
particles, taking a sound from before but
warping it further each time to create a
whole world based from the original. Mirror
world but through sound.

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT I
VO: King Henry VIII declared himself
Supreme Head of a new Church of England
in 1531. Turning his back on the Pope,
Henry scrambled to create his new religion
and enjoy unprecedented spiritual power.
He bent the laws of the land to suit his
needs in creating an heir. Finally,
opportunity for a new wife, and a son.
We dissolved the monasteries, stripping
them of all their assets and attaining huge
material wealth in the process. The gold
was ripped out and passed up to the throne,
but the spirit could not be taken, as the
bells fell from their towers the sound sank
into the earth. Following the destruction
across England was the opportunity to
rebuild, to start over, and for that sound to
rise again.
Animation: A voyeuristic camera inspects a
3D CGI tapestry that tells the story of the
narration as we pan across.
Sound: Choral composition with bells.

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT I
Interview: Professor Christopher Page,
Gresham College
Discussing the reformation and its effects
on new traditions in the church
Animation: The interview subject is filmed
but the footage is heavily edited and
animated over.
A CGI rabbit from the tapestry is the
‘interviewer’ and features in the foreground
at the edge of the screen, out of focus
(see right).

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT I
VO: Following Henry’s destructive path
were new bells that rang out in glorious
order and harmony. The opportunity to
introduce newer technology gave us more
control over the sound and greater
musicality. We formed groups and played
them as instruments. We could enjoy the
holy space of the church and the ancient
spiritual sound of the bells without having
to practise any religious beliefs. The
hypnotic draw of the bell helped to shift its
role from religious to secular, engaging
people with spirituality without demanding
any actual change in values or behaviour.
Animation: A church space comes alive as
a rabbit rehangs the bells. Their sounds
bend glass and warp walls. We see trippy
demonstrations of the bell’s mechanism
and animated stained glass and
architectural forms.

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT I
VO: Religious argument continued across
Europe during the Reformation,
complicating life with furious
disagreements on subtle differences. To
evade the debate altogether we followed
the example of the bell-ringers and placed
religion in a separate, private sphere so
that a public secular space could be
created. Our religious spirituality faded.
Today, this separation of religion and
spirituality that was started by the
bell-ringers of England is now a lucrative
opportunity that allows us to package up
religious experience and sell it on the open
market.
Animation: Thorned roses grow around
each other writhing, wilting, re-growing. A
glass ball forms around it creating a
separate, private sphere as the camera
pans to the animals running around it.
Mixture of Disney and lush 3D reflections.
Sound: Glassy synthesised sound

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT II
Interview 1: Mindfulness guru (links to
Esalen, Integratron)
Discussing mindfulness positively e.g.
“mindfulness is a spiritual experience,
almost like a religion”
Interview 2: Mindfulness critic (Ronald
Purser, David Forbes, Jeremy Safran)
Discussing mindfulness and capitalism e.g.
“uncoupling mindfulness from its religious
context is necessary to make such training a
viable product on the open market.”
Animation: The interview subject is filmed
but the footage is heavily edited and
animated over.
Additional VO is included to have the rabbit
interviewer interjecting or agreeing.
Sound: Celestial pads and angel voices,
where we could take samples and parts
from mindfulness apps and environments /
meditation videos, self help sounds etc

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT II
VO: The sound of the singing bowl, a type of
bell used in meditation, helps smooth the
potholes on a bumpy road from religion to
commercialised spirituality. What began as
a central Buddhist practice, meditation now
offers temporary relief across the Western
world, slotted in between emails and
all-night benders. And it’s a beautiful thing.
We can bliss out from the bullshit for just a
moment. Lie down. Listen to the bell, it’s a
powerful sound. Feel the geo-magnetic
forces drawn up from the ground by the
singing out of a thousand partial tones.
The religious teachings to awaken from the
evil roots of greed and ill will are forgotten,
softly pushed away by the greedy and
ill-willed.
Animation: Calm desert setting with a
circle of illustrated characters. The camera
zips above a gong bath meditation circle in
fast and paranoid movements. Waves rise
up from the ground.

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT II
VO: Through harnessing the power of
mindfulness, we have been able to create
an even more submissive and productive
workforce. They have bought into the
mindfulness revolution as a defiant display
of individual mental strength against their
everyday stresses, however what they
engage in actually strengthens the
acceptance of the status-quo, of the
neo-liberal environment, of competitive
capitalism. It was a genius stroke from
Silicon Valley, where this idea of
mindfulness was first linked to workplace
productivity.
Animation: Camera pans down to focus on
the rabbit character in the circle, different
faces and heads are rotating from top of it’s
head.
Sound: Using a key change or pitch to uplift
the situation and scene. Spinning
repetitions grow throughout the scene as
we look down on the spinning face

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT III
VO: Of course at Silicon Valley we have
been using bells to directly influence you for
some time now. Our religion of
techno-utopia has changed our belief
systems through persuasive technology and
the creation of an attention economy. It all
operates through a drip feed of alerts, each
one marked by the ringing of a digital bell.
Animation: Phone in centre of complex
shrine, camera rises up to see sci-fi glass
tower. Inside the tower is a flat digital bell,
replicating the image you see when turning
your phone onto silent/loud.
Sound: Intense digital FM Bell synthesis, all
sounds now digitised and technology
infused

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT III
Interview: Silicon Valley Spirituality
(Tara-Nicholle Nelson, founder of
SoulTour)
Discussing religion and it’s role in Silicon
Valley
Animation: The interview subject is filmed
but the footage is heavily edited and
animated over.
Sound: Tones and sustained notes in the
background as we listen to speech

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ACT III
VO: The difference between this bell and
that in the church and meditation session is
that the spirituality presented by this bell
doesn’t make us feel good. We turn to
social media when we’re stressed and it
offers no solution. The bell, as always,
successfully draws us in - except this time
we are left feeling empty.
Animation: Our rabbit character travels in
an ethereal glowing state through a spiritual
void. The sequence is fuzzy, unclear, similar
to the airbrush world from the introduction
but with more intense noise and fogginess.
Sound: Following the ethereal glow, an
amalgamation of soft and rounded melodic
patterns. This can be surrounded by thick
noise blending into the melodic content
keeping our ears in a state of unknowing
beauty, a haze of soft noise and melody.

For Whom The Bell Tolls
SCRIPT - ENDING
VO: The bells of a church are tools of
communication, holding a powerful
influence over a small local area but
operating in a network to present a unified
message. When rung, people in the villages
and towns paused their work and bowed
their heads. The bells continue to ring and
our response is the same. We pause, bow
our heads and participate.
Animation: Profile view of a worker in a
field bowing head as bell is rung. The
camera loops over the top of head and the
environment turns upside down, ending on
looking at the character in profile from other
side. The bell sound and action of looking
down is repeated.
Sound: A clean church bell sound which is
then processed and warped as the camera
angle spins underneath itself. A complete
flip in perspective of vision and sound.
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Synopsis of further episodes
Ep 2 Sunlight and Friends
The world’s population scramble to inject sunlight into our skin to absorb all it’s vitamins.

Ep 3 Beauty
What is our idea of Beauty if evolution took a different course?

Ep 4 The Prophet
A false prophet, a pied piper, how to tell a lie to the whole world

Ep 5 Nature’s Seamstress
The end of resource imbalances. We thread a river through the eye of a needle and sew a
field of crops.

